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Spotting is a typical isolated head coordination used by many dancers during rotation.
However, with sporadic and inconclusive explanations as to why dancers spot, the
critical characteristics and functionalities of spotting have yet to be identified. Therefore,
a Delphi method survey was used as a novel methodology for providing greater
insights into this under-examined motor behavior, bringing together experts from various
disciplines to generate ideas and identify the crucial elements of spotting. Following the
selection of experts, three rounds of data collection and analysis were conducted to
narrow down relevant topics and evaluate consensus. To gather opinions in Round
1, experts were asked to respond freely to three prompts regarding the reasoning,
characteristics, and uses of successfully spotting; responses were then grouped into
predominant items. To rate agreement in Round 2, experts rated their agreement on
the relevance of the grouped items from Round 1 on a 5-point Likert scale; items
rated 4 or 5 by at least 70% of the experts were taken as those consensually
relevant to the group. To rank importance in Round 3, Best-Worst Scaling was used
to determine individual rankings of the relevant items from Round 2. In a series of
comparisons, experts were prompted to select the most and least important items in
multiple sub-groupings. Group mean ranking of items as well as ranking concordance
and differentiation were analyzed to determine the most important items and the
strength of consensus, respectively. Overall, consensus and differentiation in experts’
item rankings were low; however, novel insights were presented. As characteristics of
successfully spotting, experts emphasized head isolation, timing, and gaze specificity
alongside functional characteristics, substantiating spotting as purposeful action in
rotation. Building on traditional notions of spotting for reduced dizziness and maintaining
balance, successfully spotting was further deemed useful for multiple turns, orientation,
and rhythm. The findings of this study thus provide informed guidelines for future analysis
and training of this complex head coordination in rotations.
Keywords: rotation, head coordination, orientation, timing, ballet, pirouette

INTRODUCTION
Preparing to turn, a dancer fixes the head and gaze toward a visual object at eye level as the
body begins to rotate. When the head reaches maximal rotation and the fixation can no longer be
sustained, the head quickly rotates, overtaking the body to return to the same spot. This technique
is known as spotting. While spotting is an integral element to rotation in dance styles, such as
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visual field that occur during rotation. As the intensity of
the nystagmus directly corresponds to the magnitude of
cupula displacement, vestibular stimulation during and after
rotation can thus be measured (Obrist, 2011). In general,
dancers were found to have a significant degree of habituation
to rotation – independent of the spotting technique – as
marked by lower vestibulo-ocular responses and lower subjective
feelings of vertigo (Tschiassny, 1958; Osterhammel et al., 1968;
Teramoto et al., 1994; Nigmatullina et al., 2015). Specifically,
Teramoto et al. (1994) observed a relationship between years
of ballet experience and an individual’s level of post-rotatory
nystagmus. Ballet dancers with more years of experience
exhibited lower levels than less experienced dancers, whereas
dancers with less than three years of experience exhibited
responses similar to those of non-dancers. Even when displaying
strong levels of nystagmus similar to that of control participants,
experienced dancers subjectively reported little to no dizziness
(Osterhammel et al., 1968). An even further reduction of postrotary responses was observed when dancers employed the
spotting technique on the rotating chair, again, with greatest
reductions observed in more experienced dancers (Tschiassny,
1958; Osterhammel et al., 1968).
Countering the findings in the dancer population, a more
recent study examining the influence of visual fixation during
and after rotation in non-dancers found no benefit of spotting
(Kim et al., 2013). Participants were rotated (1) without visual
fixation, (2) fixating while rotating with the spotting technique,
(3) fixating while rotating (spotting) and fixating after rotating,
and (4) fixating only after rotation. No improvements were
found from spotting alone (2), but only when participants fixated
after rotation (3 and 4 providing similar results). In this cohort,
spotting was found to have no influence on subjective dizziness
nor vestibulo-ocular responses. The authors support this finding
with the following explanation. Since post-rotary dizziness is
caused by the oppositional inertial flow of endolymph when
the rotation stops, fixation during rotation would not influence
the inertial flow afterward. Rather, fixation afterward inhibits
post-rotary nystagmus, thus inhibiting post-rotary dizziness.
While opposing findings have been presented for spotting in
passive rotations, Tokita et al. (1972) examined rotary nystagmus
in the performance of active ballet rotations. The irregular perrotary nystagmus (i.e., nystagmus during rotations) observed in
novice dancers appeared to be more controlled in experienced
dancers. These experienced dancers rather displayed a onebeat nystagmus per rotation in the turns of tour chaînés (i.e.,
traveling turns), pirouettes (i.e., a balanced 360◦ turn on one
leg), and fouettés. The authors concluded that these intentionally
controlled eye movements were coordinated with the vestibuloocular reflexes of the jerking head movements, thus training
control over per-rotary nystagmus. Similarly considering effects
of expertise in active rotation, Hopper et al. (2014) found
that while recreational and pre-professional dancers increased
postural sway after performing multiple rotations, professional
dancers’ balance was unaffected. Again, the authors suggest the
importance of spotting for balance and cite the findings of
McMillan (1972) that expert dancers perform a different spotting
technique than novices.

classical ballet and modern dance, similar rotations in gymnastics
or ice-skating lack such an isolated head coordination. So why
do dancers spot? With the technique so central to practice –
particularly in ballet – several explanations have been put
forward from historical and physiological perspectives as well
as from limited biomechanical research. However, to date, no
consensus on the relative merit of each of these explanations
has been achieved.
From a historical perspective, the development of classical
ballet has been influenced by the potentially irreversible
accumulation of techniques – beneficial or not – that have been
carried through generations (Hammond and Hammond, 1999).
While dance technique manuals of the 18th and 19th centuries
made no mention of spotting, Hammond and Hammond
(1999) claim that spotting had undoubtedly long been in
use. Spotting only gained attention in the 19th century when
multiple revolutions became popular in ballet. In 1893, Pierina
Legnani’s performance of 32 fouettés (i.e., multiple rotations
on one supporting leg while continually swinging the gesture
leg) drastically increased the number of revolutions thought
possible. Many dancers accordingly adopted her technique of
rapid spotting. One of the earliest written mentions of spotting
appeared in the memoir of Mathilde Kschessinska, the first
Russian ballerina to accomplish Leganani’s feat, stating: “To
dance fouettés in one spot one has to have a clearly visible mark
ahead every time one turns” (Kschessinka, 1997, p. 76). Given the
general style of classical ballet to perform toward the audience,
this forward-looking head motion was additionally suggested to
support the aesthetic of ballet, particularly in fouettés, where the
dancer sustains the head orientation toward the audience for a
significant portion of each revolution (Laws, 1986).
Following explanations of spotting’s utility to stay in place
or for aesthetical appearances, spotting was considered an
integral technique for maintaining balance during and when
stopping rotation (Tschiassny, 1958; Osterhammel et al., 1968).
Such claims were generally accompanied by physiological
explanations, framing spotting as a mechanism to reduce
vestibular stimulation. Information from the vestibular system
is especially important to dancers as it informs balance and
orientation. Housed within the inner ear, the vestibular system
provides sensory feedback on angular and linear accelerations
in response to displacements of hairs and fluids within its
structure (Obrist, 2011). Specifically, motion causes changes in
the inertia of the endolymph that flows through the semicircular
canals. This change in the endolymph deflects the cupula,
activating sensory cells that signal the sensation of motion.
With regard to ampullary cupula displacement during rotation,
Tschiassny (1958) hypothesized that the quick acceleration and
retardation of the head during spotting neutralize one another
when occurring in such a short interval, therefore decreasing
vestibular receptor displacement and post-rotary reactions.
Therefore, several empirical studies observed dancers on
rotating chairs with electrooculography measures of postrotary nystagmus in the horizontal eye plane. During and
after continued rotation, the eyes make involuntary, repetitive
movements known as nystagmus. With this physiological
response, the body aims to correct for disturbances in the
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Taken together, the study of spotting in passive and active
rotations suggests the greatest benefit with greater experience
and training in the technique; however, the characteristics of
performing an optimal spotting technique remain unclear. From
a biomechanical perspective, spotting is not functional for
rotation. In the preparation of a turn, head movement has been
found to have negligible effects on the generation of angular
momentum to initiate rotation in a pirouette (Kim et al., 2014).
During a turn, spotting in fact has a negative effect on the
rotational speed. The biomechanical analysis of turns by Laws
(1978) illustrates that the whipping movement of the head
actually absorbs some angular momentum from the turn, and as
a result slows the body’s rate of rotation. Therefore, to reduce this
slowing effect of spotting, the dancer must keep the head on the
axis of rotation where it has a smaller moment of inertia.
In terms of the spotting technique itself, two studies have
examined the head coordination during rotation. The early
cinematographic work of McMillan (1972) identified that skilled
dancers return the head to the spotting point earlier in rotation
than non-skilled dancers. Later on, Lin et al. (2014) examined the
head coordination throughout a turn. Here, the Anchoring Index
(AI), a measure generally used to indicate segment coordination
in walking stability, was applied to analyze the head-on-trunk
coordination during single pirouettes. Expert dancers exhibited
more positive AI’s, indicating the stabilization of the head
with reference to the global axis, whereas novices had more
negative AI’s, indicating the use of a local reference or an en
bloc strategy with the torso. Thus, the authors attribute greater
head stabilization to expert performance and suggest the role of
this stabilization in processing visual inputs. Regarding visual
information, the height of a spotting fixation point has been
found to influence preparation and landing dynamics in single
pirouettes (Cicchella and Caminiti, 2015). Specifically, a very low
fixation point increased the preparation duration and time to
peak force on the supporting leg; however, head coordination was
not directly examined in response to varying visual stimuli.
In summary, the reviewed literature proposes that spotting
is useful for: staying in place (Kschessinka, 1997), aesthetically
pleasing audiences (Laws, 1986), reducing subjective dizziness,
and objectively measured vestibulo-ocular responses in dancer
populations (Tschiassny, 1958; Osterhammel et al., 1968;
Teramoto et al., 1994; Nigmatullina et al., 2015), or maintaining
balance (Tschiassny, 1958; Osterhammel et al., 1968). The
spotting technique itself has been shown to have no effects on
non-dancer populations (Kim et al., 2013) and negative effects
on whole body turn rate (Laws, 1978). Yet, somehow dancers
are able to train the controlled reflexes of spotting for improved
post-rotary responses. From arguments that spotting is under
visual control, the findings of Cicchella and Caminiti (2015)
support that dancers are affected by changes in fixation height
and, therefore, may be dependent on visual input. On the other
hand, perhaps it is the space-referenced head coordination of
experienced dancers, reducing vestibular stimulation, that is most
important (Lin et al., 2014). While providing sporadic insights,
the research to date lacks a clear understanding of spotting. Thus,
the questions remain: Why do dancers spot? What characterizes
successfully spotting? What is successfully spotting useful for?
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FIGURE 1 | Schematic representation of the three-round, ranking-type Delphi
methodology.

As an intermediary step toward answering such questions,
one may call on the insights of experts in the field. The input
of expert knowledge in empirical settings has been claimed to
be increasingly advantageous, particularly when it comes to the
identification and description of behavioral acts (Kirker et al.,
2000). Such valuable contributions elucidate the language and
perspectives used to best describe phenomena of interest. Given
the limited research on spotting, the input of experts can:
highlight relevant aspects of practice, provide hypotheses for
more directed movement-based research, and ensure that results
of such empirical work transfer to applicable elements in the field.
Therefore, in order to first bring together the ideas of an expert
panel, a Delphi method survey is a valuable tool to elicit expert
opinions over iterative rounds with controlled feedback. Thus,
the aim of the present study is to answer the three questions posed
above regarding the reasoning, characteristics, and functionality
of spotting with a Delphi method survey, gathering expert inputs
to build and evaluate consensus on spotting.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The Delphi methodology used in the present study is adapted
from the guidelines of Kobus and Westner (2016) for rankingtype Delphi studies. After identifying expert categories and
selecting experts, three rounds of integrated data collection and
analyses were performed. In each round, once expert inputs were
collected, the responses were analyzed to inform the development
of the survey for the following round. To this end, the first round
aimed to gather opinions, the second round to rate agreement on
relevant items put forth in Round 1, and the third round to rank
the importance of the relevant items from Round 2. Accordingly,
the iterative and cyclical process of the Delphi methodology is
depicted in Figure 1.

Expert Selection
As the Delphi method is highly dependent on the group of
experts contributing, experts were defined and selected carefully.
Hsu and Sandford (2007) recommend that the experts selected
should have related experiences and backgrounds in the topic, be
able to contribute meaningful insights, and/or be trained in or
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Delphi duration of 45 days between rounds (Villiers et al., 2005).
Participants were given 2 weeks to respond to each survey. Those
who did not respond to a prior round were not invited to
participate in the following round (Murry, 1995).

competent with the specified area of knowledge. To address the
topic of spotting, it was determined that experts from the field of
ballet should be selected, as spotting is an explicit component of
this dance style (Laws, 1978; Hammond and Hammond, 1999). In
this regard, ballet teachers – who teach the spotting technique –
and professional ballet dancers who masterfully use the spotting
technique – were identified as two important expert categories
that have practical experience with spotting. Additionally, dance
scientists were identified as the third expert category, adding
experts in the study and analysis of dance and movement. With
these three categories, a wide breadth of knowledge on spotting
would be represented, preventing a distortion of findings based
on the perspectives of a singular group (Paré et al., 2013).
Moreover, given the sporadic scientific research on spotting,
integrating the voice of practitioners (i.e., ballet teachers and
professional ballet dancers) would allow for the support or
rejection of empirical hypotheses proposed by dance scientists or,
further, for the introduction of novel aspects that have yet to be
empirically examined. The selection criteria required that experts
hold one or more of the following qualifications:

Round 1: Gathering Opinions
The aim of Round 1 was to discover the relevant issues through
a form of brainstorming (Schmidt et al., 2001; Kobus and
Westner, 2016). Therefore, experts were prompted with openended questions to elicit their opinions on the topic (Murry,
1995). The first-round survey was distributed electronically via
Google Forms (Google Inc.). Experts first provided informed
consent and demographic information, including age, gender,
identification with the three expert categories noted above, years
of experience in each of the three expert categories, and for
those who indicated teaching experience, the age groups and
skill levels they taught. Experts were then asked to “Describe
spotting in [their] own words” to bring to mind the topic at hand.
Followingly, experts were presented with the three main prompts
regarding the reasons, characteristics, and uses of spotting:
(P1) Why do dancers spot?
(P2) Successfully spotting is characterized by:
(P3) Successfully spotting is useful for:

(1) Ballet teachers: Individuals teaching (pre-)professional
ballet on a regular basis for at least 5 years.
(2) Professional ballet dancers: Individuals performing with a
professional ballet company for at least 5 years.
(3) Dance scientists: Individuals holding a higher education
degree in Dance Science or Human Movement Science.

The first prompt (Why do dancers spot?) posed a neutral
starting question that invited experts to bring to mind their
first reactions on the topic before calling on more specified or
analytical characteristics. As spotting is performed within the
embodied artform of dance, the authors remained open to the
possibility that the reason for performance could be stylistic
rather than functional. Nevertheless, stylistic requirements can
additionally provide functionality (e.g., external rotation of
the hips, or turnout, in ballet stems from historical origins,
though it is useful for increasing the range of motion in leg
extensions). Therefore, the third prompt (Successfully spotting
is useful for:) aimed to specifically identify the uses of the
coordination – regardless of whether the reasons for performance
were functional or not. To avoid the subjectivity of a good or
bad spotting technique, “successfully spotting” aimed to focus on
the key elements of spotting performance. Experts were invited
to respond freely to the prompts above either in a list or in full
descriptive text as they felt fitting.
The first-round analysis encompassed the consolidation and
grouping of the responses from Round 1 into items to be used
in Round 2. Stemming from the principles of content analysis,
the criterion for selection and levels of abstraction were first
determined for the inductive development of items, aiming as
close as possible to the presented material (Mayring, 2000). To
address the particularity of movement description, consolidation
of items intended to hold the experts’ wording as closely as
possible and to avoid any reinterpretation of the researchers.
For this reason, items were created and grouped based on the
exact wording. Specifically, the first author initially reviewed all
responses from the open-ended questions in Round 1. Responses
that were not already in list form were reformatted as such by
identifying key quotations. Quotes that used the same wording
(e.g., “dizziness”) were then grouped, such that all answers with

The optimal panel size was determined to be 30 experts,
since groups of heterogeneous expertise tend to be bigger and
groups larger than 30 rarely generate novel ideas or improve
results (Villiers et al., 2005; Hsu and Sandford, 2007). Following
expert category selection, expert contacts were identified. An
initial list of 27 experts was generated, utilizing the authors’
personal networks as a reliable resource for recruiting specialists
(Paré et al., 2013). Experts from multiple institutions across
North America, Europe, and Australia were invited via email to
participate in the study. The experts who agreed to participate
were then asked to nominate additional experts, resulting in the
final group of 30 expert participants.

Data Collection and Analysis
Given that the Delphi method is iterative and sequential, the
integrated data collection and analysis for each round will be
presented together. Three rounds were employed, as three rounds
are generally sufficient and more commonly used (Hsu and
Sandford, 2007; Diamond et al., 2014). Three online surveys
were designed to, respectively, gather opinions (Round 1), rate
agreement (Round 2), and rank importance (Round 3) of
the reasons, characteristics, and uses of spotting. At the end
of each survey, participants were given space to contribute
additional comments.
All rounds took place within a 2.5-month period. After
the initial Round 1 invitation, Round 2 and Round 3 surveys
were distributed 23 and 47 days after their preceding rounds,
respectively. Maintaining participant engagement, the timing of
the distribution was faster than or in line with the average
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is founded in random utility theory, which assumes that the
preference for item A over B is a function of the frequency
with which item A is chosen over B and additionally recognizes
that individuals can make stochastic decisions with errors in
choices (Louviere et al., 2013). Yet, with choice analysis based
on the conditional logit model, these errors are assumed to be
independently and identically distributed. Therefore, from raw
utility values, the share of preference can be calculated for each
item. These values were output from QuestionPro and sorted
to determine each individual’s rankings. Items with the same
share of preference were given an average ranking (e.g., two
items with the same highest share of preference each received a
ranking of 1.5).
Next, group mean ranking of items and the coefficient of
concordance (Kendall’s W) were calculated in SPSS Statistics 24
(IBM) to determine the most important items and the strength of
consensus in the group, respectively (Kobus and Westner, 2016).
The significance of the differentiation between mean rankings
was then determined by a Friedman’s Test with an alpha level
of 0.05.
To assess whether the opinions of the whole group were
similarly reflected in the opinions of those with similar
experiences, post-hoc subgroup analysis was performed. The
remaining experts in Round 3 were split into two subgroups:
dance scientists (i.e., individuals holding a higher education
degree in Dance Science or Human Movement Science) and
practitioners (i.e., both ballet teachers and professional ballet
dancers without dance-scientific experience and solely practical
expertise). All measures that were analyzed for the whole group
were additionally calculated for these two subgroups. Items in
the top half of the subgroup mean rankings were also identified.
Finally, additional expert contributions throughout the threerounds, such as items that were not agreed to be relevant from
Round 2 as well as expert comments, were reviewed once again.

unique wording were represented. At this stage, the second
author reviewed all quotes and proposed groupings, which were
then finalized by the two authors together. The final items
were subsequently created based on the predominant words
within each grouping and phrased for consistency within each
prompt [e.g., for P1 (Why do dancers spot?), all items started
with “To... ”].

Round 2: Rating Agreement
The aim of Round 2 was to narrow down the most relevant items
from Round 1 (Schmidt et al., 2001; Kobus and Westner, 2016).
In order to determine which items the expert group agreed to
be most relevant, a rating strategy was used in another Google
Forms survey (Villiers et al., 2005; Hsu and Sandford, 2007). The
experts were once again presented with the three prompts and
the respective summarized items of each prompt. As in the oneround, dance-specific Delphi study of Lerch et al. (2017), experts
were instructed to rate their agreement with each item in relation
to its respective prompt on a 5-point Likert scale. For the analysis
of Round 2, items that were rated 4 or 5 (agree or strongly agree)
by at least 70% of the group were taken as those consensually
agreed to be relevant (Villiers et al., 2005).

Round 3: Ranking Importance
A key element of the ranking-type Delphi study, the third and
final round entailed ranking the importance of the relevant items
from Round 2 (Schmidt et al., 2001; Kobus and Westner, 2016).
In order to determine an individual’s strength of preference
for each item, a Best-Worst Scaling (BWS) method was used.
BWS is a discrete choice technique that determines individual
rankings based on a series of choices (Louviere et al., 2013).
Rather than simply numbering items in order of preference,
rankings are computed by considering how often an individual
chooses one item over the other; specifically, by choosing the best
and worst items in a subgrouping of items, or a choice-set. BWS
is an advantageous ranking method as it overcomes prominent
response biases (i.e., acquiescence bias, extreme response bias),
removes idiosyncrasies in response to rating scales (i.e., gender
and cultural differences), and provides a clearer discrimination of
the relative preference between items (i.e., reliability of “middle”
item rankings; Lee et al., 2008).
To this end, the online survey software QuestionPro
(QuestionPro Inc.) was used to create and analyze the BWS
(or as known in QuestionPro, Maximum Difference Scaling)
survey. To ensure that each item is presented equally often and
as frequently with every other item, a Balanced Incomplete Block
Design (BIBD) was employed in QuestionPro to form the choicesets (Lee et al., 2008). Based on the number of items resulting
from Round 2, the optimal number of choice-sets and items
in each choice-set could thus be determined. For each of the
three prompts in Round 3, participants were presented with the
determined number of choice-sets in a randomized order. Each
choice-set displayed varying subgroupings of the relevant items
from Round 2. In each case, participants were instructed to select
the “Most Important” and “Least Important” items.
As a first step in the analysis of Round 3, individual’s rankings
were determined based on the BWS responses. BWS analysis
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RESULTS
Expert Selection
The response rate from the initial call to participation was 66%
(18 of 27 experts). With the addition of the 12 experts nominated
by their peers, the optimal initial group size of 30 experts was
obtained. Regarding the expert categories represented (i.e., dance
scientist, ballet teacher, or ballet dancer), 11 experts identified
with 1 of the 3 expert categories, 13 identified with 2 categories,
and 6 identified with all 3 categories. The initial expert group was
highly experienced within each category, with 10.8 ± 6.2 years of
experience as dance scientists, 18.8 ± 10.5 years as ballet teachers,
and 16.7 ± 8.9 years as professional ballet dancers. The first round
resulted in a 100% response rate (n = 30; age = 45 ± 10 years; and
67% female), the second round in a 90% response rate (n = 27;
age = 46 ± 10 years; and 63% female), and the third round in an
85% response rate (n = 23; age = 46 ± 10 years; and 65% female).
Altogether, 77% of the initial 30 experts completed all rounds.
While seven participants dropped out over the survey process, the
demographic distribution and distribution of expertise remained
relatively similar throughout all rounds (Table 1).
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items of P1 (reasons for spotting) were rated differently, χ2 (6,
N = 12) = 16.78, p = 0.01, yet those of P2 and P3 (characteristics
and uses of successfully spotting) failed to reach significance [P2:
χ2 (8, N = 12) = 9.67, p = 0.29; P3: χ2 (9, N = 12) = 16.40,
p = 0.06]. The practitioner subgrouping presented the greatest
range of consensus levels (albeit low) over the three prompts
(P1: W = 0.04, p = 0.84; P2: W = 0.15, p = 0.12; and P3:
W = 0.21, p = 0.01). While the Friedman’s Tests for reasons
and characteristics of successfully spotting (P1 and P2) were
insignificant [P1: χ2 (6, N = 11) = 2.79, p = 0.84; P2: χ2 (8,
N = 11) = 12.72, p = 0.12], items regarding the uses of successfully
spotting (P3) were found to be rated differently by practitioners,
χ2 (9, N = 11) = 21.15, p = 0.01.
Nevertheless, when further examining the relevant items
in Table 2, notable topics in each prompt can be identified.
The reasoning for spotting included: orientation (Table 2, P1:
items 1, 3, 4, and 7), reduction of dizziness (P1: item 2),
and contributions to rhythm (P1: item 5). Successfully spotting
was further characterized by: a freely isolated head movement
(Table 2, P2: items 4 and 5), a rhythmically timed movement
(P2: items 3 and 6), gaze specificity (P2: items 2, 7, and 8), and
functional characteristics (P2: items 1 and 9). Finally, successfully
spotting was deemed useful for: multiple rotations (Table 2, P3:
item 1), orientation (P3: items 2, 3, and 5), rhythm (P3: item
6), reducing dizziness (P3: item 7), and maintaining balance and
control (P3: items 8 and 9). The results will be further discussed
in terms of these topics.

TABLE 1 | Representation of each expert category and years of experience.
Dance

Ballet

Ballet

scientist

teacher

dancer

Round 1 (N = 30)
n (% representation)

15 (50%)

21 (70%)

19 (63%)

Mean years of experience (SD)

10.8 (6.2)

18.8 (10.5)

16.7 (8.9)

Round 2 (N = 27)
n (% representation)

13 (48%)

19 (70%)

17 (63%)

Mean years of experience (SD)

10.7 (6.2)

19.5 (10.3)

17.7 (8.9)

Round 3 (N = 23)
n (% representation)

12 (52%)

15 (65%)

13 (57%)

Mean years of experience (SD)

10.3 (6.2)

19.5 (10.3)

18.6 (8.9)

N = total number of participants per round; n = number of participants identifying
with each expert category, recognizing experts identifying with multiple categories.

Data Collection and Analysis
Rounds 1 and 2
The opinions gathered from Round 1 resulted in 18, 28, and
26 grouped items for the reasons, characteristics, and uses of
spotting, respectively. In Round 2, experts were asked to rate their
agreement with the relevance of the grouped items from Round
1. There was 74–93% agreement on the relevance of 7 items of
P1 (reasons for spotting), 71–100% agreement on 9 items of P2
(characteristics of successfully spotting), and 70–88% agreement
on 10 items of P3 (uses of successfully spotting). The experts did
not consensually disagree on the relevance of any items (i.e., 70%
of experts rate an item 1 or 2, strongly disagree or disagree, on a
5-point Likert scale).

Additional Expert Contributions
In addition to the items agreed to be relevant, it is worthwhile
to mention some items that did not reach such distinction.
As a reason (P1) and use (P3) of successfully spotting, some
items claimed that spotting generates force and momentum in
the turn. Though biomechanically improbable, the item still
received 44 and 48% agreement in this expert group for P1
and P3, respectively. Other notable items that did not reach
consensual levels of agreement in response to why dancers spot
(P1) included: “To maintain balance” (59% agreement), “Because
it is traditionally taught” (59% agreement), and “To present an
appearance of aesthetic ease” (22% agreement). In response to
P2, only 63% of experts agreed that successfully spotting was
characterized by “Stabilizing the head and gaze for as long as
possible.” Regarding the use of successfully spotting (P3), the
items “Limiting vestibular impact” and “Staying in the same
place” received 63 and 44% agreement, respectively.
Notable comments were also contributed at the end of the
surveys. Three experts commented that the most important
characteristics of spotting can be turn- and/or individual-specific.
Additionally, two experts commented in Round 3 that somewhat
vague items and items relating to similar topics (though different
in wording) were difficult to differentiate in ranking.

Round 3
The number of items resulting from Round 2 informed the
BIBD design for the BWS in Round 3. Consequently, 7, 9, and
10 choice-sets of four items each were presented for the three
prompts, respectively. The mean rankings (of the relevant items)
can be seen in Table 2. Ultimately, weak consensus was found
among the group. Low levels of consensus in the final rankings
were observed for all three prompts (P1: W = 0.09, p = 0.06; P2:
W = 0.08, p = 0.06; and P3: W = 0.13, p = <0.01). A Friedman’s
Test indicated that the items regarding uses of successfully
spotting were rated differently in P3, χ2 (9, N = 23) = 26.80,
p < 0.01, whereas items referring to reasons and characteristics of
successfully spotting in P1 and P2 just failed to reach significance
[P1: χ2 (6, N = 23) = 12.02, p = 0.06; P2: χ2 (8, N = 23) = 15.24,
p = 0.06].
The experts in Round 3 were further split into two groups of
dance scientists (n = 12) – individuals holding a higher education
degree in Dance Science or Human Movement Science – and
practitioners (n = 11) – both ballet teachers and professional
ballet dancers without dance-scientific experience and solely
practical expertise. Top-half rankings for each subgroup (e.g., the
items ranked 1–3 of the seven items from P1) are additionally
identified in Table 2. Though higher than the group consensus
level, dance scientists’ consensus on the three prompts was
low (P1: W = 0.23, p = 0.01; P2: W = 0.10, p = 0.29; and
P3: W = 0.15, p = 0.06). A Friedman’s Test indicated that
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DISCUSSION
The goal of the present study was to evaluate consensus on the
reasons, characteristics, and uses of spotting in dance rotations
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TABLE 2 | Group mean rankings of relevant items and top-half rankings of dance scientists (DS) and practitioners (P) subgroupings.
Prompt

Group mean rankings

DS

P

(P1) Why do dancers spot?

1. To orient themselves in space.

1

3

2. To avoid or reduce dizziness.

2

3. To maintain spatial clarity.

3

4. To reference a desired end-point.

1

5. To give rhythm to the turns.

2

6. To focus while turning.
7. To maintain frontal awareness.
(P2) Successfully spotting is characterized by:

1. Remaining oriented in the space during and after the turn.

1

4

2. Having a clear spotting point.

3

2

3. Precisely timing the head movement in the turn.

4

4. Moving the head and neck freely.

3

5. Isolating the head as the last body part to rotate, and then whipping the head around.

2

6. Keeping a clear rhythm in the head movement.

1

7. Having a clear visual focus.
8. Fixating a point.
9. Eliminating or reducing dizziness.
(P3) Successfully spotting is useful for:

1. Performing multiple turns.

3

1

2. Maintaining orientation in space.

1

3

3. Providing a sense of direction.

2

5

4. Turning with precision.

2

5. Defining beginning and ending facings.

4

6. Keeping rhythm.

4

7. Avoiding or reducing dizziness.

5

8. Maintaining control.
9. Maintaining balance.
10. Enhancing focus.

head movement is also relevant to orienting full revolutions.
During dancers’ rotations, the head orientation of spotting
is generally directed toward the intended final orientation.
After sustaining the prior fixation, the head whips around
to arrive before the body and steers the dancer toward
this final orientation. Further research would be needed to
corroborate similarities in head-body coordination between
partial and full turns.
Other reasons presented for spotting included reduction
of dizziness and contributions to turn rhythm. While
spotting’s influence on the reduction of perceived dizziness
aligns with previously suggested and empirically confirmed
findings in the dancer population, purposes for rhythm
introduce alternate reasons for spotting. The openness of
the prompt allowed for reasons of aesthetical appearance or
historical accumulation of technique. However, such topics
failed to reach consensual levels of agreement in Round
2. Ultimately, this expert group indicated that spotting is
performed for predominantly functional reasons – orientation,
reduction of dizziness, and rhythm – rather than aesthetical or
historical reasons.

with a ranking-type Delphi method survey. As items were ranked
significantly differently in only few cases (three of nine analyzed
questions and groupings) and consensus on rankings were low
in all cases, the items deemed relevant will thus be discussed
together by topic.

Prompt 1: Why Do Dancers Spot?
The first prompt aimed to elicit unrestricted answers on the
reason for spotting. Items relating to aspects of orientation
were most predominantly represented. While the great emphasis
on orientation is perhaps novel to spotting, the role of
head movements in orientation during locomotion has been
widely examined. In a variety of studies examining changing
directions while walking, anticipatory head movements have
been observed to precede the rotation of the body, such
that the head arrives first at the intended orientation (Grasso
et al., 1998; Imai et al., 2001; Hollands et al., 2002). Hollands
et al. (2002) point out that the head houses the vestibular
and visual sensory systems that provide crucial information
for constructing one’s position in space. Therefore, proactively
realigning the head in a desired direction establishes a headcentered frame of reference for the central nervous system,
which can in turn be used to coordinate the reorientation
of the rest of the body. The head is thus seen to play
a crucial role in steering the body (Imai et al., 2001).
Consequently, it could be suggested that a preceding, isolated
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Prompt 2: Characteristics of
Successfully Spotting
The second prompt aimed to gather movement components that
characterize the successful performance of spotting. Similar to
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instructed to keep their head stable, in line with the current
finding that head stabilization is perhaps a less important factor.
However, with the inclusion of a control group, the study of
Denardi and Corréa (2013) observed no advantage of instructions
focusing on the head and vision. Therefore, though vision has
clearly been identified as an important factor to dancers, the
beneficial aspects of vision during rotation – particularly in terms
of learning – have yet to be identified.
While it has been found that the presence of a visual target
generally improves postural stability in quiet stance (Schärli et al.,
2012), the influence of a visual target on head-torso coordination
has been additionally examined. Solomon et al. (2006) noted
that in step turns, participants used a more en bloc strategy
when turning toward a remembered target than toward a clear
visual target. This finding highlights the important role of visual
targets for isolated head coordinations. While head isolation
and timing as well as the role of visual fixations have been
examined in simple balance and turning tasks, future movementbased research is needed to describe these three aspects in
full-body revolutions.
Although movement descriptions were expected from P2
(Successfully spotting is characterized by:), some items rather
related the underlying functions of movement components,
characterizing successfully spotting by remaining oriented or
perceiving reduced dizziness. The contribution of these items
highlights the preferred language of experts for discussing
and describing spotting – that is, with a functional approach.
Action-oriented functional movement analysis (FMA) promotes
the understanding of movements as a means to solving a
given task (Hossner et al., 2015). With FMA, each movement
characteristic is tied to functional substantiations. For an
example from high jump, if the goal of a high jumper is
to reach the greatest height possible, they jump backwards
in an arched position (movement characteristic) in order to
place their center of mass high above the bar (functional
substantiation; Schärli, 2017). From such a perspective, it is
understandable that one may suggest a successful high jump
to be characterized by the completion of a task goal – a
high center of mass over the bar – or in a dance context,
a successful spot to be characterized by remaining oriented.
Therefore, while one might expect a prompt on the characteristics
of spotting to result in movement components, or modalities
for accomplishing task goals, the experts’ responses highlight the
group’s focus on functionality and further substantiate spotting
as a purposeful action.

the focus on sequential coordination of the head in walking
turns, the timing and rhythm of such a head movement was
found to be critical to spotting; as identified by McMillan
(1972) that skilled dancers’ heads arrive to their spot earlier
in the turn. Additionally, the free movement of the head in
isolation of the body’s rotation was identified as an important
feature. This is in line with the findings of Lin et al. (2014)
that experienced dancers have greater dissociation of the
head and shoulders during rotation, whereas novice dancers
performed their turns more en bloc with the head and shoulders
rotating together. Lin et al. (2014) support this finding with
the explanation that a space-referenced head coordination
allows for greater stabilization of the head, and thus enhanced
processing of visual information. However, it is interesting to
note that an item with such affect – characterizing spotting
by “Stabilizing the head and gaze for as long as possible” –
just failed to reach agreement as a relevant item to this
group of experts.
To speculate why head isolation might be more important
than head stabilization, one may reference the fundamental
coordination and range of motion in the head and torso. On one
end of the spectrum, an en bloc coordination with no apparent
head isolation can be disadvantageous, as the independent
and countered rotations (in all planes) of the head and the
torso work together to orient and stabilize the head in space
(Imai et al., 2001). Furthermore, immobilizing the head causes
changes in the timing and rotation magnitude of the trunk
coordination in turning steps (Hollands et al., 2001). On the
other end of the spectrum, if one were to truly stabilize the
head for as long as possible during full revolutions, this would
require maximal rotation, or yaw, of the head. However, it is
known from normative range of motion values of the head
and neck that at maximal rotation, the tilt, or roll, of the
head also slightly increases (Schneider et al., 1975). Recalling
the advice of Laws (1978), it is important for the head to stay
on the axis of rotation with a smaller moment of inertia to
reduce the angular momentum absorbed from the turn when
spotting. Therefore, the maximal displacement of the head
for an elongated stabilization may in fact be inefficient for
full revolutions, increasing the inertia of the head for a more
disruptive spotting technique. From these conjectures, it can be
posed that there is an optimal amount of isolation between the
head and torso during spotting: enough to allow the dancer
to momentarily stabilize the head in space, though within the
bounds where the head movement has minimized effects on
turning dynamics.
Moreover, the experts were in line with the findings of the
visual dependence of spotting (Cicchella and Caminiti, 2015),
claiming the importance of fixating a spotting point in clear
focus. This emphasis on visual information is further supported
by reports that dancers are more dependent on visual information
for balance regulation than other athletes, such as gymnasts and
judoists (Golomer et al., 1997; Perrin et al., 2002). In terms of
attentional focus in pirouette performance, two studies examined
the use of instructions that emphasized maintaining a visual
reference point. Da Silva et al. (2017) found that children with
a visual instruction performed superiorly to children who were
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Prompt 3: Uses of Successfully Spotting
Thus, drawing on functionality, the third prompt aimed to
elicit the potential uses of successfully spotting. In line with
the groups aptitude for functional discussion, P3 resulted in
the highest level of consensus (albeit low) and was the only
prompt in which the whole group rankings were significantly
differentiated. While the research to date analyzing spotting
in dance-specific rotations has mainly focused on single
pirouettes (i.e., McMillan, 1972; Lin et al., 2014; Cicchella
and Caminiti, 2015), the experts determined that spotting
is most useful for performing multiple rotations. The newly
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confirms spotting as a functional movement, it may have also
introduced some confusion in the similarity between items of
P1 (reasons for spotting) and P3 (uses of successfully spotting).
Similarly, a few functional responses arose in P2 (characteristics
of successfully spotting), which can be attributed to the suggested
affinity of this expert group to functional language or to
a misunderstanding of movement characteristics. Moreover,
the generalization of the prompts referring to “successfully
spotting” sought to gather key uses and characteristics of
the technique in rotations. Identifying a particular style or
turn in the prompt may have increased consensus, as some
experts commented on the specificity of the technique to
the turn performed. However, the broad aim allowed for
unbiased guiding factors to be brought forth, such as the
notably important use of successfully spotting for “Multiple
rotations,” whereas current spotting research has only examined
single rotations.
Finally, even though the number of rounds was kept to a
minimum of three, 7 of 30 experts dropped out throughout the
survey process. While central to the Delphi methodology, the
process of multiple feedback rounds increases the potential of
dropouts (Hsu and Sandford, 2007). A larger expert panel was
selected to encompass the multiple expertise categories; however,
it proved difficult to manage and should be considered that
a slightly different group of experts partook in each stage of
consensus building. Moreover, the diversity of this larger expert
group may have attributed to the low levels of consensus.

presented topics of orientation and rhythm appeared once
again, alongside the long-claimed uses of reducing dizziness
and maintaining balance and control. Interestingly, while
maintaining balance was agreed to be a utility of successfully
spotting, such an item failed to reach consensual levels of
agreement as a motivating reason for why dancers spot (P1).
Therefore, it could be suggested that while spotting can be
useful for aiding balance, perhaps balance is not the primary
reasoning for spotting.
Notably, the lasting stigma that spotting adds force or
momentum to turns resulted from Round 1 and starkly split
the group in Round 2. In line with the biomechanical analysis
of turns, almost half of the experts disagreed with the claim.
However, a comparable portion of experts agreed, perhaps
regarding the anecdotal role of spotting to help the dancer “get
around” for the final rotation. To explain such a phenomenon,
empirical analysis is needed to uncover the influence of spotting
during rotation.
Beyond group rankings, top-half rankings of dance scientists
and practitioners revealed unique outlooks. Particularly, items
relating to rhythm in all three prompts were consistently in the
top-half rankings of the practitioners, whereas consistently in
the bottom-half rankings of the dance scientists. This difference
perhaps elucidates the lack of empirical focus on the rhythmical
aspects of spotting and further strengthens the need for research
on this practically important topic.

Limitations
The principles for reduction of free responses from Round
1 aimed to maintain the language of the experts as closely
as possible, resulting in a large number of items; including
items similar in topic, presenting a function when a movement
characteristic was expected, or vague in description. The
retention of such items could have increased the challenge
of ranking relative importance in Round 3, and ultimately
influenced levels of consensus and differentiation. In order to
prevent similar issues, an additional round for validating items
could be included. Before rating agreement in Round 2, the
grouped items from Round 1 would be sent back to the experts
for review (Schmidt et al., 2001; Kobus and Westner, 2016). This
optional stage was removed in the present design to reduce the
number of rounds that may have increased chances of participant
dropout. However, such a stage would have been valuable, as
participant comments insinuated difficulty in comparing the
presented terms. Furthermore, a 4- instead of a 5-point Likert
scale would have strengthened conclusions of agreement and
disagreement by motivating experts to take a stance on each item
(Villiers et al., 2005). In this way, the relevant items would be
more decisively identified in Round 2.
Additionally, limitations in the formation of the prompts
should be addressed. While a pilot study was first conducted
to refine prompts and ensure clarity in the questions, further
improvements can nevertheless be recognized. The first prompt
(P1: Why do dancers spot?) posed an open and neutral
question regarding the reasons for spotting, a movement within
an embodied artform. Ultimately, the expert group proposed
predominantly functional reasons. While this finding further
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CONCLUSION
While experts in the present study reached only low levels
of consensus and differentiation, the topics generated provide
valuable insights on the characteristics and uses of successfully
spotting in dance rotations. Considering why dancers spot,
experts added reasons of orientation and rhythm – which have
been previously neglected in the discussion of spotting – to
the long-held notion of reduction of dizziness. A successful
spotting technique was described by movement characteristics
of head isolation and timing as well as gaze specificity.
Experts additionally contributed functional characteristics, which
emphasize the utility of spotting during rotation. Successfully
spotting was deemed most useful for performing multiple turns,
together with the previously suggested uses of maintaining
balance and reducing dizziness as well as newly proposed uses
for orientation and keeping rhythm. The prevalence of rhythm
throughout the three prompts resulted from practitioners’
preference for the topic, which was otherwise neglected by
dance scientists. The Delphi method proved some weaknesses
in item development and participant retention. Nevertheless,
the resulting novel contributions to the discussion of spotting
highlight the value of the Delphi methodology for gathering and
integrating expert inputs. Moreover, the findings of this study –
identifying key characteristics and functionalities of successfully
spotting – serve as meaningful hypotheses for future movementbased research. Such studies are currently underway to help
inform best practice.
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